Introducing the new
Monit Q-Series.

*shown actual size

The all new Monit Q-Series is the perfect
balance of features and affordability for
club competitors on a budget.

Overview.

Technology.

The new Q-Series is designed to complement our existing TC100 and

The Q-Series shares many of the key design features that have made our

TC200 (T-Series) products, with the Q-Series aimed at club competitors,

existing products so successful among professional teams.

while the T-Series will continue to be aimed at professionals teams. With the
release of this new product, we now have a comprehensive product range

Light-weight construction.

that covers all styles of rallying, levels of competition, and budgets.

By using a tightly integrated design and modern

With its modern design, simple operation, and low cost we are confident
that the new Q-Series will prove to be very popular among club competitors.

electronics technology, the Q-Series is able to weigh in
at an incredibly light 100 grams – less than 30% of the
weight of many competing products. Its compact size makes it easy to
fit into a vehicle, and the use of automotive grade components ensures it
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can survive the toughest rally stage, year after year.

Sunlight viewable display.
The new Q-Series uses the same high-contrast transflective LCD as the T-Series to deliver exceptional clarity
under all lighting condtions. Combined with a special
anti-glare coating and integrated bright white LED backlight, this advanced
display is easy to read under direct sunlight or in total darkness.

Intuitive graphical user interface.
The Q-Series is designed with a powerful graphical user interface that
works just like a mobile-phone or MP3 player. Using the clear on-screen
instructions, adjusting settings or performing an accurate calibration
is simple and intuitive. The large graphics screen and menu based
architecture removes the need for rows of complicated buttons, labelled
with confusing abreviations.

Model Range.
The Q-Series product range is comprised of two models, the Q-10 and Q-20.

Q-10

Q-20

The Q-10 is an affordable entry level rally computer designed for value

The Q-20 is designed to be a good balance of price and features for

focused customers that only require basic features. The Q-10 has two

customers that are prepared to spend more if it is justified. The Q-20 has the

accurate five-digit distance counters that can be cleared individually,

same two accurate distance counters as the Q-10, but with the addition of

adjusted, and calibrated for miles or kilometres. It is also ideal for classic

current and average speed measurements. These features make the Q-20

events where a rally computer with speed measurement is not allowed.

ideal for regularity type events.

Features.
Feature

Q-10

Q-20

Total distance (5-digit)

x

x

Interval distance (5-digit)

x

x

Current speed

x

Average speed

x

Remote reset input

x

x

Operation in Miles or Kms.

x

x

Freeze Function

x

x

Adjustable Distances

x

x

Counting Up/Dn

x

x

Simple Calibration

x

x
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